
Show off your effortless style with the classic beauty of these warm, natural colours. Harvest features soft calming 
tones and traditional cathedral wood-grain embossing that enhances your relaxing outdoor oasis.

Engineered to stay true over time, colours are backed by a 50-Year Limited Fade & Stain Warranty. Choose from 
plentiful hues ranging from rich browns to greys — and natural hardwood colours like mahogany.

SLATE GRAY BROWNSTONE

Steadfast Colour

Harvest Collection



• Size 136mm x 24mm 
• Square-shoulder boards
• 4.8m and 6.0m Lengths 
• Spans (On Centre) 400mm 

max
• Compatible with 

CONCEALoc®, FUSIONLoc® 
and Cortex® fasteners

Fasteners

Cortex®
Cortex® is a hidden fastening solution

for perimeter boards and stairs. It 
comes with a 25-year warranty.

CONCEALoc®
CONCEALoc® is a hidden fastener

system that combines easy installation 
with the look of a fastener-free surface 

and comes with a 25-year warranty.
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Better Protection: Proprietary Alloy Armour Technology    
   in the protective cap prevents fading, staining and 
   weathering thereby empowering all AZEK boards to 
   stand the test of time. 
Seamless Design Integration: Create a variety of 
   sophisticated looks with different widths.
Be Carefree: Sturdy capping keeps your deck’s 
   aesthetic beauty by repelling scratches, dents, and 
   even insects. You can relax knowing your deck can 
   take anything. 
Wood Character: Natural, hardwood look, but this 
   decking is 100% synthetic. Diverse wood grain options 

- including intricate, wire-brushed looks - offer
elegant style.

Spills Happen: Engineered material thwarts stains, so 
   oils, sauces and other household products won’t 
   cause any permanent damage. 

Harvest Collection

Consult appropriate installation guide before starting your project.

Depending on environmental conditions, AZEK Deck colours may appear to change over time as part of the natural weathering process 
consistent with the warranty guarantees where applicable.

FUSIONLoc®
Combining strength, easy one-step 
installation options, and innovative 

design, the collated FUSIONLoc hidden 
fastener system provides three points 
of grooved board to joist connection.


